
The latest 'furry friend
finder' tech - from product
design consultancy FLYNN

Consultancy FLYNN product design have smashed it out of the
park yet again. Having developed the latest product iteration
for GPS cat tracking company Pawtrack, one of the GPS
tracking market leaders.

The collaboration on animal tracking collars spans 8 years
now and fascinatingly and perhaps predictably the sector has
changed a lot over this time. Offerings like the latest release
from Pawtrack have helped consumers feel comfortable
applying what is quite sensationally high tech devices around
the neck of their much loved pets.

“The animal tracking market is booming and FLYNN have
helped us yet again develop a brilliant little collar, we
launched this new collar this year.” Jeremy P. Director
Pawtrack

The challenges to creating a great tracking collar are multiple.

Tracking is a very complex thing in fact and accuracy with
such a small unit is always challenging. The latest device is
unique in that it incorporates an embedded flexible antenna
which weight next to nothing and is fully flexible. The big gain
is this antenna looks at sky which boosts the accuracy over
the competition.

“The tracking market has exploded and we are pleased to play
a part in helping consumers adopt the technology, making it
more accessible and less “alien” to place a high tech device
around your pets neck. FLYNN offer product design
consultancy, working with teams of electronics engineers and
RF antenna designers managing the industrial design and
product development from concept to supply chain.
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Consultancy approach at FLYNN is always strategic, how can
we make our clients stronger and more competitive.”

Press release distributed by Media Pigeon on behalf of Pressat,
on Sep 10, 2022. For more information subscribe and   follow
us.
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